When Mike Roemer tells you his career is building, he really means it. He is Vice President of Roemer Construction and Design – a firm highly sought after for their expertise in new home design and construction. He partners with his father – who by the way, is a Southeast Tech Carpentry instructor – and he views everyday as another chance to expand his knowledge of the carpentry profession he enjoys so well. Even with his reputation of being one of the area’s top quality builders, Mike has never forgotten where the blueprint for his career began – at Minnesota State College-Southeast Technical.

Mike knew early on that the profession he envisioned for himself would be one that afforded him hands-on opportunities. Southeast Tech gave him those opportunities and the training he needed to make the most of them. The instructors and programs lent themselves to teaching Mike the vital lessons in the importance of completing projects in a timely fashion, coordinating and working with subcontractors and what it takes to be able to add the extra touches that make good homes great. Mike credits the small class sizes for giving him high amounts of one-on-one instruction.

It takes a bit of building to construct a career out of a dream. Mike Roemer did it by picturing the possibilities. He saw them waiting at Southeast Tech. Possibilities for your dream may await you there as well.